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LIBRARY AWARDED DIGITAL RESOURCES GRANT
Digital resources continue to expand exponentially, both in the
range of formats available and the
content of the resources created.
Along with increased availability of
resources has come a dramatic increase in the number of users and
the level of use. In an effort to
meet ongoing technological demands, Fondren Library must continually improve and enhance our
hardware and software and explore
new ways to provide services to the
Rice community. To achieve these
goals, Fondren Library applied for
a Texas state agency grant available
from the Telecommunications Infrastructure Fund Board (TIFB)
and in July 1999 received an award
of $284,143.
This funding will enable the library to improve network infrastructure to accommodate digital
content in various forms and sup-
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port wireless networking, expand
and upgrade access to computing
in the library, and develop distance
learning applications,
such as a media
capture classroom with
supporting
technologies and a
collaborative workroom. Anticipated
results of
the grant
include: increased use
of remote digital resources in
the academic process;
the creation of high-quality digital
projects available via the World
Wide Web to the Rice community,
as well as members of TexShare
and the Texas Digital Library Alliance; and the exploration of the effects on the traditional curriculum
of improved networking, greater
collaboration, and enhanced digital content associated with distance
learning.
Library users will soon notice
the effect of the TIFB grant on
technology in the library. New
computers will replace the publicuse search terminals in the Reference Desk area, the Brown Fine

Arts Library, the Government Publications Department, and the
main stacks. These new computers
will be substantially faster
and will support
searching information available via
the Internet,
electronic journals, and databases, as well
as the library’s
online catalog.
Several distance learning
projects utilizing equipment
and staff funded by
the TIFB grant are
also underway. Media
capture equipment will enhance our existing PC classroom to
allow us to record course content,
such as patent and trademark
classes. These courses can then be
viewed by students from their
apartments or colleges, providing
an outreach opportunity to people
who are unable to attend the
classes currently offered in the library. In a related project, reference librarians are creating short
“how to” courses and capturing the
content digitally. For example, a
short course might show how to
find resources on medieval studies,
how to use scientific electronic
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journals, or how to search efficiently on Lexis-Nexis.
Workstations for Web authoring
will add new tools and depth to our
ability to create Web content from
government publications, microform resources, and congressional
district maps for use in classes such
as political science. The Government Publications Web site provides information to the public
about departmental resources and
services and offers organized access
to selected online government information. A project using software
purchased with TIFB funds will create a database of information
about the CD-ROM collection,
which will be made available via
the Web.
Plans are also underway to provide support for Internet access to
the Geographic Information System software and mapping and
data analysis for the Rice campus.
Specific projects include purchasing Internet map server hardware
and software to publish maps on
the World Wide Web, as well as the
purchase of the ArcInfo software to

support larger data sets not managed by existing Geographic Information System software.
In addition, TIFB money is
funding a project to digitize audio
recordings. The sound files will be
combined with scanned images of
musical scores to support music
history classes in the university’s
Shepherd School of Music. These
files will be available to music students anywhere on campus or at
home via the World Wide Web.
This pilot project has the goal of
obviating the necessity for students
to come to the library and wait in
line for a limited supply of listening tapes and study scores. The effectiveness of the sound and image
files for students will be enhanced
with study notes and commentaries
provided by their professors.
The library is also using grant
funds to collaborate with the University of Virginia and other institutions in the United States and
abroad in the creation of the
Nyingma Tantra Research Archives. The goal of the project is to
provide a digital version of the six
collections of scriptural texts from
this tradition of Tibetan Buddhism,

with both print images and a
searchable transcription. The texts
will be enriched with analytical indexes and chapter summaries, detailed bibliographic information,
and SGML (Standard Generalized
Markup Language) tagging to
make complex searching possible.
The long-term goal of the project
is to complement the texts with
translations into European languages, commentaries, background essays, and image and map
databases.
Rice University has a distinguished history as an educational
leader, and Fondren Library hopes
to participate actively in the educational process by exploring ways to
combine information and information technology. Receipt of the extra funding provided by this grant
will enable the library to achieve
some of its goals and continue to
move forward. This will be an exciting year for Fondren Library.
Sara Lowman
Assistant University Librarian for
Public Services and Head of Reference
lowman@rice.edu

COLLECTION MANAGEMENT PROJECT—ONE YEAR LATER
The Collection Management Project was conceived as
a project to alleviate crowding in the stacks and to prepare the collections for a future move to new quarters.
The first phase of the project ended in April 1999 when
the shifting of the collections to incorporate volumes
shelved in overflow areas and to provide room for
growth was completed. To supply new growth space,
some volumes were moved to Storage or weeded, and
new shelves were added wherever possible on each floor.
Shelfreading of the stacks to ensure that books are in
correct order after the shift is proceeding. Thus far we
have completed the basement and the first and third
floors.

To ready books for inventory, a project to barcode
all unbarcoded items is in progress. Users also benefit
from this project in another way. When item records
are created for each volume, it is easier to see what the
library’s holdings are, where each volume is shelved,
and whether or not the volume is checked out.
Barcoding of art monographs and serials in the Brown
Library and of reference monographs and serials has
been completed. Serials in the basement and on the
first, third, and sixth floors have been barcoded, and
the majority of those on the second floor are finished.
Elizabeth Baber
Co-Chair, Collection Management Project
baber@rice.edu
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DID you KNOW?
There were approximately
640,800 entries into Fondren
Library last year. Sixty percent
of those entering the building
are members of the current
Rice community; an additional
255,680 visits were by alumni,
guests, and other friends of the
library.

Various new research databases
are available through the “Library” link on RiceInfo. New to
campus are the Beilstein and
Gmelin chemical structures databases, the RLIN bibliographic
database, and the AMICO Library of digital images. See the
“Indexes and Databases” link of
the library home page.

The library is now sending
e-mail recall notices along with
the paper mail notices. As the
address information provided to
Fondren may be incomplete (or
may have changed), we encourage you to visit the Circulation
Desk to confirm your e-mail and
paper mail contact information,
thus ensuring prompt receipt of
library notices.

An exhibit outlining the career
of Oveta Culp Hobby, from her
leadership of the Women’s
Army Auxiliary Corps during
World War II through her tenure as the first secretary of the
Department of Heath, Education, and Welfare to her leadership of the Houston Post, is available online. See the “Online
Exhibits” link of the library
home page.

Sally Reynolds

EXPANSION PROJECT COORDINATOR NAMED
Sally Reynolds has been
appointed to the new
position of Project Coordinator of the Renovation and Expansion
of Fondren Library.
She sees her job mainly
as one of communication—ensuring that
faculty, staff, students,
and the community
know what is happening in regard to the library renovation
so that they can prepare for the upcoming changes. Sally says that, “although a new physical building will
be welcomed, getting from here to
there will be a bit of a trip.” As a
member of the Project Planning
Committee and a regular attendee
at meetings of the library’s advisory
working groups, Sally will have access to the most up-to-date information. Methods of disseminating
this information are still developing, but current plans include a
Web site and regular columns in
library and, possibly, other
publications.
Sally’s educational background
has prepared her well for her new
responsibilities. She earned both a
B.A. in Speech Communication
from California State University at
Fresno and an M.A. in Mass Communication Studies from the University of Houston. For the last
twenty-two years she has had her
own business as an art dealer, consultant, and curator, but she says
that she is ready for a new challenge now.

Long active as a community volunteer, Sally served for eight years
on the board of the Friends of
Fondren Library and for two years
as the group’s president. She was a
member of the University of
Houston’s Moores School of Music
Society Board for thirteen years
and also presided as its president
for two years. For several years she
volunteered in various capacities
for the Houston Symphony, serving
on both the board and the Executive Committee and chairing the
Education Committee and the
Ima Hogg National Young Artists
Competition.
Currently Sally is a board member of Theater Under the Stars, the
Hobby Center for Performing Arts,
and the Friends of the Houston
School for Performing and Visual
Arts. She is also a member of the
Municipal Arts Commission.
Sally is delighted to be part of
the Rice team and is looking forward to working with the entire
Rice community.
Elizabeth Baber
Head, Database Management
baber@rice.edu
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BEHIND

THE

SCENES: BUSINESS INFORMATION CENTER

Frequently Rice students don’t realize there is a business library on campus until they start looking for their
first job. The Business Information
Center, often referred to as the BIC,
is the business collection for Rice
University. Although the three hundred students and thirty-five faculty
members of the Jones Graduate
School of Management are its primary clientele, the library is open to
the entire Rice community, as well
as outside patrons.
The Business Information Center
opened its doors in 1984, when the
Jones Graduate School moved from
Herman Brown Hall to Herring Hall.
More than a year of preparation had
gone into the development of the
policies, procedures, and administrative arrangements required for pro- Business Information Center reading
viding library services from a facility room
separate from Fondren Library. The
library has grown and changed in the
fifteen years it has been open, but
its mission has remained the same—
to service the business research
needs of the Rice community.
The BIC is staffed by Business Librarian Peggy Shaw, full-time assistant Denell Wiseman, and part-time
assistants Bobbie Foval and Kat
Gardner. Students are employed to
assist with the many clerical tasks and
to help during the evenings and
weekends. Everyone who works in
the library must be able to check in
and check out materials, shelve
books and journals, file annual reports, help patrons use LIBRIS and
other electronic services, and assist
patrons in finding what they need.
The BIC staff performs all the
public service functions of a library,
including circulation, reserves, reference, and instruction in use of resources. Although most of the BIC’s Denell Wiseman and Peggy Shaw
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technical service needs are performed by Fondren Library, certain
activities, such as emergency purchases, processing of annual reports,
filing, preparation of journals for
binding, and mounting of CDs, are
done by BIC staff.
An important BIC function
handled by Denell Wiseman is the
maintenance of the reserve system
for the Jones Graduate School. Readings obtained from faculty members
are processed and input into the
library’s online system. In the fall of
1998, the Jones School went from the
semester system to a module system.
With three five-week modules in one
semester, a class can run five, ten, or
fifteen weeks. This means that the library continuously gets new reserves
throughout the semester.
One of the most popular collections in the business library is the paper-copy annual report file, which
contains reports from over six hundred companies. During the past
summer this collection was set up to
permit electronic check-out through
the online reserve desk. This allows
borrowing by all Rice users and
gives better control over who has the
reports and when they should be
returned.
There are six major components
to the Business Librarian’s job: (1)
building research collections in business and economics, (2) doing reference work, (3) teaching, (4) working with business and economics
faculty, (5) training staff, and (6)
managing the day-to-day operation
of the library. The one constant in
performing all of these jobs is the
impact of technology. When developing the collections in either business or economics, the librarian is
reviewing more and more electronic

services. This involves consideration
of the authority and timeliness of the
data, as well as the format and ease
of use.
Technology has also affected the
amount and kind of reference done
in the BIC. It is assumed that technology makes research easier. In
some ways, it makes it harder for the
average patron, whether he be a student, faculty member, or outside
user. Each user must navigate
through different service, software,
and downloading procedures.
Looming over all of this is the
Internet, where one can find “everything for free.” Patrons are often
overwhelmed and confused. It is the
librarian’s job to help users negotiate this landscape of information
black holes and gold mines.
Teaching students how to do research is a large part of the job. This
may be done in the classroom or,
more often, on a one-to-one basis.
The constant change that comes
with today’s technology requires continuous training for students and faculty, as well as staff.
An exciting development on the
horizon for the Business Information Center is the planned move to
a new and larger facility. Next year
the Jones Graduate School of Management will break ground for its
new building, which will include a
Business Information Center more
than twice as large as the present library. We hope that, in the future,
Rice students will have no trouble locating the BIC.

FONDREN LIBRARY TO COSPONSOR
SPRING DIGITIZATION COURSE
The University of Glasgow’s Humanities Advanced Technology
and Information Institute (HATII) and Rice University’s
Fondren Library will cosponsor a one-week intensive course in
digitization during spring break of 2000 (March 5-11). The
course is the first North American offering of HATII’s
Digitisation Summer School, which Fondren librarians Rita
Marsales and Charles Bearden previously attended in Glasgow.

The course will focus on:
• scanning and imaging technology
• scanning images for a variety of purposes
• scanning and rendering text with OCR software
• designing and managing digitization projects
• creating and collecting metadata in support of
digitization projects

Included in the course are lectures, seminars, and hands-on
exercises in the computer lab. Course participants will likely
come from archives and special collections, museums, academic digital projects, colleges and universities, and libraries.
Only one participant per institution will be accepted.
The digitization school will be taught by Seamus Ross (director of HATII), Maria Economou (Lecturer in New Technologies for the Humanities at the University of Glasgow), Ann
Gow (Advanced Technology Specialist in the Humanities at
HATII), and Charles Bearden (Electronic Resources Librarian
at Fondren Library). Fondren Library will supply equipment,
lecture space, and lab space.
HATII is an institute at the University of Glasgow, whose
mission is to “encourage actively the use of information technology and information to improve research and teaching in
the arts and the humanities.” You can learn more about HATII
by visiting their Web site at: http://www.hatii.arts.gla.ac.uk/.
Charles Bearden
Electronic Resources Librarian
cbearden@ruf.rice.edu

Peggy Shaw
Business Librarian
pshaw@rice.edu
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COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT SPECIALISTS
Nancy Boothe
A Rice alumna and Certified Archivist, Nancy Boothe
holds the title of University Archivist, Head of Special
Collections at Fondren Library. She moved to this position in 1972, after working in the library’s Acquisitions Department for seven
years. In addition to her Rice
B.A., Nancy earned an M.S. in
librarianship from Catholic University of America and an M.A.
in American history from Rice.
Nancy manages the Woodson
Research Center’s collections of
twenty-eight thousand rare
books, eighteen hundred cubic
feet of manuscripts (350 collections), and fourteen hundred
cubic feet of university archival
record groups. She and her staff
of four provide physical access
to these materials and also offer
in-depth research guidance and
collection interpretation. All of
the books and many of the
manuscript collections are represented in LIBRIS, the
library’s online catalog.
In her role as selector, Nancy acquires materials for
all the special collections housed in the Woodson Research Center (WRC). Many rare books are donated,
while others are purchased with library funds or donations given by library patrons. One important example of the library’s rare book holdings is the Axson
collection of seventeenth and eighteenth century British drama. This collection includes works of major
and minor literary figures in the fields of dramatic poetry, comedy, tragedy, and opera from 1650 to 1800.
Often a play is represented by several editions, and
sometimes more than one variant of an edition is
held.
Manuscript collections constitute a second type of
material selected and acquired by Nancy. The papers
of Julian S. Huxley—British biologist, philosopher,
and popularizer of science—exemplify this group of
materials. The collection contains some of Huxley’s
correspondence and original writings; organizational,
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conference, and travel materials; personal diaries;
photographs; and memorabilia. The Huxley purchase was made possible through generous gifts
from the Friends of Fondren Library and several individuals.
Rice University archival records form the newest
area of collection in which Nancy works. In 1997 the
Rice Board of Trustees mandated that the Woodson
Research Center serve as the University Archives,
managing the selection and retention of university
records. As a result, a records management program
was established, with a new position created to lead
this program.
Nancy has been active in the Society of American
Archivists (SAA) and the Society of Southwest Archivists for many years. She is presently senior co-chair
on the Awards Committee of the SAA. Nancy also
serves on the Texas Historical Records Advisory
Board, the Houston Grand Opera Archives Advisory
Council, and the Rice Phi Beta Kappa Chapter. Away
from work, Nancy enjoys crossword puzzles, reading,
and the performing arts. Nancy travels quite a bit,
with past ventures taking her to Costa Rica and
China. This fall Nancy will be heading to Papua New
Guinea.

Esther Crawford
While Esther Crawford first assumed the role of
Head of Government Publications and Microforms
in June of this year, she has worked for Fondren Library for the past four years. Esther served as a Reference Associate during her last
year in the Master’s program in
Library and Information Science at the University of
Texas at Austin. She then
worked as a Government
Information Librarian at
Rice for two years before
moving to her current
position.
Before coming to
Rice, Esther
earned a B.A.

in English from the University of South Dakota
and a J.D. from the University of Southern California. After she received her J.D., Esther practiced
general civil litigation and worked as an attorney
in the title insurance industry in Denver,
Colorado.
Esther is responsible for selecting library materials in environmental science and engineering
and government information. Responsibilities as
the Head of Government Publications and Microforms include overseeing seven full- and part-time
staff members and five student assistants. The department houses international, federal, state, and
local government publications, as well as microforms, patents and trademarks, maps, and the
Geographic Information Systems/Data Center.
One of Esther’s roles as head of the department is
to identify and fulfill the needs for training in the
use of government information and related topical areas.
This summer Esther led the Government Publications staff in a zero-based item selection survey
of federal government publications. As a part of
the Federal Library Depository Program, the department participates in this survey on an annual
basis. Esther’s goal for the department is to continue finding innovative ways to provide access to
government information. Current projects include a database of Texas state government information, a federal documents CD-ROM database
(see http://128.42.73.201/CDLISTU/), and development of an Internet patent searching class to
supplement the department’s current patent
searching classes.
Esther is active in the Government Documents
Round Table and in the Science and Technology
Section of the Association of College and Research Libraries. She also participates in the
Patent and Trademark Depository Library Association and the Houston Area Network of Documents Information. Esther shares her nonlibrary
time with her husband, Ben, and her cat, Angel.
She enjoys in-line skating and bicycle riding.
Esther also claims to have “an unfortunate addiction to mystery novels.”

FRIENDS OF FONDREN PLAN FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
On February 19, 2000, the Friends of Fondren Library will celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of its
founding by hosting its twentieth annual gala. The
event will be held in the Fondren Library and will
honor the past presidents of the Friends. The
evening will begin in the Kyle Morrow Room with a
party for underwriters, and the silent auction and
cocktail party will follow on the first floor. Dinner
will also be served on the first floor and will be
highlighted by a short program and the everpopular live auction.
Join the Friends on this very special Fondren Saturday Night as we honor the past presidents:
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-55
1955-58
1959-66
1966-69
1970-72
1972-73
1973-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-81
1981-83
1983-84
1984-86
1986-88
1988-90
1990-91
1991-93
1993-95
1995-97
1997-98
1998-99

James L. Whitcomb*
Mrs. John E. Cashman (Margaret)*
Talbott Wilson*
A. D. Dyess, Jr.
Carl Illig*
Mrs. Edward W. Kelley (Sally)*
William V. Ballew, Jr.*
Mrs. C. M. Hudspeth (Demaris)
Ralph Anderson*
Mrs. Carl Illig (Lillian)
Mrs. Edward W. Kelley, Jr.*
Stanley McDonald*
Mrs. Gerard A. Dobelman (Kay)
Walter S. Baker, Jr.
Thomas D. Smith
John T. Cabaniss
John B. Baird
David D. Itz
Edgar O. Lovett II
David S. Elder
Elaine Illig Davis
Roxanne K. Shaw
Sally K. Reynolds
Elizabeth W. Kidd
Texas Anderson

*Deceased

Doralyn Edwards
GIS/Data Librarian
doralyn@rice.edu
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Regular Hours
September 7, 1999–December 18, 1999
and
January 18, 2000–May 10, 2000
Open 24 hours, Sunday noon–Friday 10:00 PM
Saturday 9:00AM–10:00 PM
Library hours are modified during the following periods.
Labor Day Week
Saturday, Aug. 28–Monday, Sept. 6

Spring Midterm Recess
Friday, Mar. 3–Saturday, Mar. 11

Fall Midterm Recess
Friday, Oct. 15–Monday, Oct. 18

Spring Recess
Wednesday, Mar. 29–Sunday, Apr. 2

Thanksgiving Recess
Wednesday, Nov. 24–Friday, Nov. 26

Spring Final Exams
Friday, Apr. 28–Saturday, May 6

Final Exams and Holidays
Friday, Dec. 10–Monday, Jan. 17
Summer Hours
May 7, 2000–September 5, 2000
Monday–Friday 7:00 AM–8:00 PM Saturday–Sunday 10:00 AM–6:00 PM
Closed Saturday, May 27-Monday, May 29, for Memorial Day
Please call 713-527-4800 for information. Library hours are subject to change.

Rice University
Fondren Library—MS 44
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, Texas 77251-1892
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